Russian Club: Inauguration Party!!!

November 6, 2008
Going through the Water, Fire and Brass Pipes

Russian Club Inauguration Oath

Inauguration Song "Karavai"

Russian Food
Welcome!
“Going through Water”:
Identify What is What?

Icons
Matryoshka
Dumkovo Toy
Samovar
Palekh
Khohloma
Gzhel
Pavlovo-Pasad shawls

(In Russian Cultural Pool)
HERE WE ARE!
“Going through **Fire**
*(Shine your knowledge of Russia)*
Russian Faculty and guests
Russian Club Inauguration Oath

• Hard is the granite of learning
  (sushki)

• But sweat is the fruit of it!
  (konfety)
Tasting Russian food...

Yummy! Вкусно!!!

Пирожки

Каравай

Пряники

Борщ

Салат Оливиye
See you soon!!!

До новых встреч!!!